Opportunities Week of September 27, 2019

Meet Employers with Internships and Jobs for Students with a Biology Degree: This is an amazing opportunity to meet employers to discuss job and internship opportunities for students with a biology major. Students with other majors are welcome to attend! Biology is often thought to be one of the most popular areas of study. However, not all students with biology majors have to be physicians! The world continues to need biology experts, and plenty of good occupations require a foundational knowledge of the science. Come join the Career Center and the Biology Department to hear from employers what you can do with your Biology degree after graduation, besides going to medical school. Meet the following employers with jobs for YOU: Northwell Health, New York Cancer & Blood Specialists, ScribeAmerica, YAI, RussoPartners/LLC, Island Harvest, East End Disabilities, SB Medicine, and more.

Event is on Wednesday, October 9th, 2019, 3:00-4:00 PM, in SAC Room 302
To register on Handshake, see https://stonybrook.joinhandshake.com/events/330215

Reminder: Graduate School Preview Day: Presented by the Center for Inclusive Education, the Graduate School Preview Day, The PhD: A Path to Success, gives students an opportunity to: meet with current graduate students and learn about “the other kind of doctor,” learn about funding opportunities and academic support, network with graduate program faculty, learn about the admissions process from the Dean of the Graduate School and Admission Committee Faculty, and visit labs in your field of interest. The target audience is undergraduate and master’s students who want to pursue a PhD. Underrepresented minorities are strongly encouraged to attend.
Friday, October 4th, 2019 at the Hilton Garden Inn on campus.
For more info see attached flyer, to register visit https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScMT3hbdFWjDVHCEF4moVyo15d4INqHjb1aBbfzBKGgGZRdpg/viewform

SUNY Lab Day at Stony Brook University: Learn more about programs available to all SUNY students, recent graduates and early career faculty researchers. This exclusive experience will bring together program manager and human resources leadership from both Air Force Research Laboratory in Rome, NY and the Brookhaven National Lab in Upton, NY to provide you more information on opportunities available and a chance to sit down one-on-one to discuss opportunities for your career and future. Explore and interview on-the-spot for competitive internships, full employment and fellowship opportunities in leading edge research programs at New York’s nationally-acclaimed federal laboratories. Discover and connect with scientific mentors for research and scholarly projects. Network with R&D leaders and identify opportunities for research collaboration and access to cutting-edge R&D facilities.
To see the schedule and register, see https://sunylabdays.eventcreate.com/

Chemistry-Biology Interface (CBI) Graduate Program at Johns Hopkins: The CBI Program provides students with research and academic training that enables them to carry out interdisciplinary research as independent scientists. Students completing the program receive a Ph.D. in Chemical Biology. The CBI Program brings together 32 faculty from the Schools of Arts & Sciences, Engineering, Public Health and Medicine at Johns Hopkins University and provides a diverse selection of research projects for students. In order to assist them in choosing a research advisor, first year graduate students are supported by a NIH Chemical Biology Training Grant. During this time the CBI students participate in three 10-week research rotations that enable them to broaden their research skills and make informed choices of research advisors.
For more info, see http://cbi.jhu.edu/

University at Buffalo School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences Open House: When it comes to choosing a college, finding the right fit begins with a visit. When you attend UB 360° Fall Open House, you’ll see why talented students like you choose UB. Meet with inspiring faculty and staff, Tour campus and residence halls with current students, Learn about our holistic admissions process, See why Buffalo, N.Y., is ranked one of the best cities in which to attend college.
**Open House being held Saturday, October 19th, 2019**
For more info and to register, see [https://admissions.buffalo.edu/visit/index.php](https://admissions.buffalo.edu/visit/index.php)

**Caribbean Ecosystem Field Studies:** Ecosystem Field Studies is pleased to announce another winter-break section of Caribbean Ecosystem Field Studies. Study, snorkel and SCUBA dive on the Caribbean coral reef of Mexico from December 27, 2019-January 16, 2020. This course is open to students from all universities and majors.
For more info and to apply, see [https://www.ecofs.org/](https://www.ecofs.org/)

*Disclaimer: Undergraduate Biology does not endorse or take responsibility for any off-campus programs listed in Opportunities emails. While we do our best to vet any opportunity that is shared, please let us know immediately if you are suspicious of any employers/programs.*
UB 360° 2019-2020 Events

- Fall Open House: Saturday, October 19, 2019
- Accepted Students Days: Sunday, April 5, 2020 & Saturday, April 18, 2020

pharmacy.buffalo.edu/visit